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Market Outlook

Recap – The S&P 500 index rose 1.4% last week to a fresh record
closing high, helped by better-than-expected monthly jobs data and
quarterly corporate earnings. The benchmark ended Friday's session at
4,959, the highest closing level ever and its fourth consecutive week of
gains. The index also reached a new intraday high on Friday at 4,964,
surpassing its prior intraday record reached on Tuesday at 4,931.

The S&P 500 closed out January with a 1.6% increase for the month, its
third consecutive month of gains. It is now up nearly 4% for 2024 to date.

The gains this week came as a number of large companies including
Apple (AAPL), Mastercard (MA), Amazon.com (AMZN) and Meta
Platforms (META) posted quarterly financial results above analysts’
expectations. In the last week, some 68% of the S&P 500's components
that reported quarterly results posted earnings above analysts'
expectations, with the week's overall S&P 500 earnings coming in about
7.7% above expectations, according to Bloomberg.

FOMC - In the press conference following the rate announcement,
Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell said it was unlikely that rate cuts
would begin in March, but he did acknowledge that further hikes were
unlikely: “We believe that our policy rate is likely at its peak for this
tightening cycle and that if the economy evolves broadly as expected, it
will likely be appropriate to begin dialing back policy restraint at some
point this year.”

Blow-out Jobs Report - Monster U.S. January jobs growth of 353,000
nearly doubled expectations and was the highest in a year, more evidence
that the economy continues to sizzle but potentially triggering inflation fear.
Treasury yields rose sharply after the report, even as mega caps Meta
Platforms (META) and Amazon (AMZN) soared following exuberant
earnings. Wages also rose sharply, up 0.6% month over month and
+4.5% year-over-year. The pay gains were the biggest since last
February. Wall Street had expected +4.1% wage growth.

S&P 500 January Barometer (LPL Chart Below) - After a relatively
slow start, the S&P 500 rallied during the back half of January and closed
out the month with a gain of 1.6%. As highlighted in the chart below, the
popular Wall Street maxim has stood the test of time. Since 1950, the S&P
500 has posted an average annual return of 16.8% during years that
included a positive January. Furthermore, the index generated positive
returns during these years 89% of the time. In contrast, when the index
traded lower in January, annual returns dropped to -1.7%, with only 50%
of occurrences yielding positive results. Despite shorter-term overbought
conditions, the technical backdrop for the broader market remains bullish,
further supported by a positive January Barometer signal that suggests
the path of least resistance for stocks remains higher.

 

Market Support

The next level of resistance to watch for the S&P 500 on the upside is at
5,700.

The next level of support to watch for the S&P 500 on the downside is at
4,800 followed by 4,600.

These are key technical levels we look for the market to either hold or
push through when look at the potential for future moves. Common support
levels can be the 50- and 200-day moving averages as well as other
technical levels such as previous market highs or lows.

What We Are Watching

The following economic data is slated to be released this week:

Monday: ISM Services Index (Jan.)

Tuesday: --

Wednesday: Consumer Credit (Jan.)

Thursday: Weekly Initial Jobless

Friday: --

JWM Adventure Series

Financial Advisor Trevor Holen was one of the first to explore Keystone
Resort's newest high alpine area: The Bergman Bowl.

The brand-new high-speed six-person chair lift takes you to new heights to
explore more than 550 acres of above tree line fun....highly
recommended! 

Good To Know

The Big Game

As the much-anticipated Super Bowl LVIII draws nearer, I thought sharing
some fascinating details about the big event that will have us all on the
edge of our seats would be interesting.

Let's huddle up and review the stats that make up this year's championship
game:

• Gridiron Glory: The Chiefs and the 49ers will be battling it out in Las
Vegas, hosting the big game for the first time. Andy Reid and Patrick
Mahomes lead the Chiefs, each seeking his third championship in five
years. The 49ers have Kyle Shanahan and Brock Purdy at the helm,

making this a true clash of titans on the gridiron.1

• Millions for 30 seconds: One of the highlights of the Super Bowl is
seeing how creative the ads are. But that creativity costs: one 30-second

spot costs a cool $7 million just for the ad time.2

• Historic High: Ticket prices are the most expensive in history, ranging
in price from around $6,500 to nearly $70,000 after fees. The average
ticket price is coming in at $12,240, up 38% from last year's price and

more than double what a ticket cost to the 2019 big game.1,2

• And here's a fun twist: Superstar Taylor Swift, who is currently dating
Chiefs tight end Travis Kelce, might make it to the big game despite a

performance in Tokyo the night before. Now, that's dedication!1

1. USAToday.com, January 29, 2024. “Everything you need to know about 2024 Super

Bowl: Tickets, history, Taylor Swift and more.”

2. Parade.com, January 27, 2024. “How Much Does a Super Bowl Ad Cost in 2024?”

3. Time.com, January 30, 2024. “Prepare to Spend an Average of $12,240 on a

Super Bowl Ticket.”

Mark Your Calendars

Proud to present our 1st webinar of 2024!

LPL Financial has enhanced their paper statements and improved their
online interfaces - let's go through your resources together and answer
any questions you may have. 

Date: Thursday, February 29th

Time: 5-6pm MT

Location: Zoom

Host: Trevor Holen, CFP® - LPL Financial Advisor

Register: Click below to RSVP

RSVP Here

Event Page

Client Referral Rewards Program

We are pleased to announce that for each referral that becomes a client
of JWM, we will present you with a gift card for $100.00.

How it works:

We will begin with an introductory conversation, learn more about their
goals, explain our services and determine if we have a basis of working
together. We will always show respect and there is never any pressure or
nonsense.

Next steps:

Please contact our office at 303.626.2446 or have your referral scan the
QR code below to schedule a complimentary initial consultation with one of
our team members.

Craig Johlfs, CFP®, MBA

johlfswm@lpl.com

303-626-2446

Johlfs Wealth Management

http://www.johlfswm.com/

Securities and advisory services offered through LPL Financial, a registered investment advisor. Member FINRA/SIPC
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